Former Capitol, Amada Ji

An area 300kms east of Hathuha's Capitol, Beige.
It is a place where one can view the eroding remains of the old Super Empire's Holy City Kastenpo...
This ruined city is now home only to a few scattered villages catering to tourists.
The umbrella-like dome of the past settlement, which was directly converted from the spaceship used during the Colonial Period is now slowly returning to dust.
But this remains of 10,000 years ago only goes to show that the science and technology of the present Joker has yet to reach the level of the former Empire, and in fact, is deteriorating.

Lady Funfuto is strolling among the ruins of Amada Ji alone.
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Funfuto: Hathuha has been sacked...
The large number of refuges will unsettle the balance of the world...
War recreates the exclusively consuming economy of the hunting and gathering period in the present time bearing the worst form...
Devouring... Plundering... and in the end...

Yan Qie appears in front of lamenting Funfuto.

Yan Qie: Woe is for the People.
Nothing will be solved by thy grieving, Funfuto...

Funfuto: Dragonling? Ah... no... that voice is...

Yan Qie: Follow.
In this period without The Priestess of Atoll, will you once again take over the duties?

Funfuto: This place is...

Yan Qie: The Land of the Seal...
Also the Land of the Pact with the great LED Dragon, which allowed us Human Race to live in the planet Both...
But.
Common people would think that the Dragons gratuitously allowed our immigration here...
No... They probably won't know even that much...

Nein appears over Yan Qie.
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Nein: At what terms we made a pact with the Dragons and 'borrowed' this Planet; well, it's not like I'd like to tell everyone after all these years...
But the ones ignorant of this fact are not just the People.
I am as well...
Fearing the loss of our history and technology, we've sealed here the Super Empire's greatest power, technology, the masterpiece...
Isn't that funny!
This is just what we feared.
I have just witnessed the battle of this age, but the powers of the Knights and the robots that you call MH's have weakened so much...
Well... that is, after all, what I intended...

Nein notices something and looks over her shoulder to see a visage of Ladios Sopp.

Nein: Is that so... Someday... I will face thee here...
Only by then... Would my ten thousand years of journey finally end...?

Hathuha Capitol Beige.
Meeth is accompanied by Auxo, looking over the burning palace from a balcony.
Bosjathfort approaches them and without climbing up the stairs to join, addresses Meeth.
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Bosjathfort: Dr. Ballanche, I presume?
I'm Bosjathfort in charge of Buchtgma. Your safety and freedom will be secured by us.
Rather...
If I may speak my mind, I sincerely wish that you'd join our kingdom.
[Translator: Not so sure how I could convey the feeling, but there are different manners of speaking in Asian languages. This is a very polite way of speaking and Bos is actually speaking as someone inferior to Meeth. This form of speech can be used to mock the listener by way of sarcasm, but it's hard to tell Bos' intension.]

Meeth looks at him with a scorn.

Bosjathfort: My apologies...
I don't deserve to speak to you this way...
But I sincerely am glad that you have not suffered any harm...

Meeth: No, I'm only thankful that you have come all the way in your present condition to check on my wellbeing.
I may be overstepping myself, but would yourself really be okay in that condition?
Really, it looks like you shouldn't be surprised to see your body fall apart any time now.

He looks surprised.

Bosjathfort: Ah...? N, no... Please... for you to concern yourself with me... I'm honored...

Bosjathfort: This is Auxo...? Hmmm... this is... dangerous...

Meeth: Can you tell?


Bosjathfort: Yes. The ability to create MH's or Fatimas are really something that has branched off from Diver Force. 
It's called "Le Chemie;¡± of course, mine is nowhere the level of your expertise.
Well, I'll take leave now.
Please let us know if we could do anything in your service.
This is still a battleground.
Please be careful...

He takes one last glance back at Meeth and leaves.
Meeth hands Auxo Kaien's Kienken Spadd.
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Meeth: Auxo, why don't you hold on to this...

Auxo breaks in to tears.

Auxo: He said I wasn't...
He said I wasn't needed...
He said we'll go everywhere together...
I thought... that I am... no longer needed...
And everything was forgotten...

Miss Meeth...
I went to say goodbye to Schpeltor...
But I... I was unable to talk to Schpeltor any more...
I couldn't even say goodbye to him... Master is dead and now I am...

Meeth is troubled at Auxo still calling Kaien "Master.¡±

Meeth: Auxo! What do you mean "Master"? You have been Released from the Program now!

Auxo: My Master is one person... only...
But...
Master... is not here... anymore...

Meeth: Auxo, you...

Now in the hangar of Schpeltor.
Schpeltor is wearing the "Atoll Armor.¡±
[Translator: Amaterasu did the conversion for 'free' in exchange of Auxo's Decadent Style Fatima Suit. Now that Plastic Style has become standard, he collects the old suits.]
Buchgtma Knight Joe Jid Matoria is intensely studying it.
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Jid: A magnificent MH... Schpeltor, huh...

Decors: Jid! So, you're hanging around in a place like this?

Jid: Ah! Mr. Decors! I have something to ask you! This MH, can't you fork him over to me?
It's loot, right? It now belongs to Buchgtma!
Kesaki and Kaeshi have the "Gastness Temple"
But isn't it weird that I, who is stronger than those guys, don't have a proper MH to pilot?

Decors: I really doubt that your "A-weiken" is a piece of junk, besides...
Jid, as I recall this MH doesn't move without its ignition key.
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Jid: Eh?

Decors: There are not many that have it, but the Ignition Key holds the booting system...
I'm saying, without the key, not even the owner nor can the one who created this MH make it run.

Jid is aghast.

Jid: ...so it's probably turned into ashes along with that palace...?

Decors: Give it up. This thing is now a huge hunk of scrap metal. At best we can maybe sell it to the museum.

But Fatima Ninaris emerges from the cockpit with a shiny key in her hand.

Ninaris: Sir Weissmel... the key is... right here...
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Decors: ... you really sure you can handle this, Jid?

Jid: Wha, what are you talking about! Who do you think I am!?

Decors: Well, you took the most A-Tolls only second to me... won't hurt to give it to you as a reward.
I'll take care of it with the boss man.

Jid: Really? Yes! Ninaris, give me the key!!

Decors nonchalantly leaves the hangar, but the accompanying Knights are outraged at Decors' decision to hand Jid the Schpeltor.

Knight: Sir Decors, Is that really wise!
Knight 2: To inherit the Kensei's MH is...!

Decors: Are you guys forgetting what the boss man is always telling us?
It's something only possible for us, the upstarts to do...
The youngsters all dream of joining the big Knight Orders or working for Empires at least once...
They soon learn that major nations and most of the knight orders prefer to employ by Family, bloodline, your origin, or guys easy to mold...
There are plenty of guys that as just sick to the stomach at learning this truth.
Guys with talent, guys with strength.

Decors: "An upstart nobody named Jid is rewarded the Schpeltor for distinguishing himself in battle."
This kind of news is bound to pull those lost Knights rotting the gutter over to here...
Not just the Knights, engineers, scholars, students will all gather to Buchgtma for their shot at it!
Because there are plenty of chance at success to go around here!

Meeth is getting ready to leave accompanied by Auxo, but is stopped by someone calling out for her.
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EST: Madam Ballanche! Well, ah...

Meeth: EST...

EST: Well... Madam Ballanche...

EST can't say what's on her mind, but there are people of Buchgtma longingly looking in their direction. There are wounded Knights, Fatimas, and soldiers.

Meeth: ...so there are casualties... moreover, there even are some in critical condition that are beyond help...

EST: Madam Ballanche... There is not even a field experienced Meister in Buchgtma yet...

Meeth angrily shouts out.

Meeth: EST, are you stupid! I'm a Meight!! A neutral!
Why didn't you say it sooner!
My facilities in the Left Palace are okay, so take them all there!!

EST: Yes, Ma'am!

People are cheering.

Soldier: Madam Ballanche, thank you so much!!

Meeth: EST! Meisters and Fatimas need to help out! Auxo, you come here, too!

She fights back her emotions inside.

Meeth: How could I do that!! Why did I do it!! Even if for a second, I thought of EST as an "enemy"!! This is war!! Sorry EST! For looking at you that way...!

Kaeshi is in pursuit of Magdall along with a team of Divers.
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Kaeshi: A high heeled track, step away!
Judging from the stride, it's unmistakably a Knight!
Headed East at 60km/h.
The shape of tracks and slow speed would indicate that she is carrying the Princess.

Diver: Is that so?

Kaeshi: Hey! What kind of woman other than a Knight runs at this speed in high-heels?

Kesaki drops down in his Gastness Temple.
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Kesaki: Hohohoho~t Ka, Kaeshi's eyes are sharper than that of a falcon~!!
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You wa...waited for loooooong!!
There is noooo MH's of Hathuha!! Kaeshi...

Kaeshi: Kesaki! Put your MH away. It's noisy and useless!!

Kesaki: Th Th That's right... And with this... I ca.....n't even sniff out the fleeing Princess...!!

Kaeshi: We continue our pursuit, Divers. There is nobody that can lose me and Kesaki's tracking!

Hathuha Knight Haird Grover sneaks [by busting open a lock with her bare hands hehe] in to an empty house.
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Haird: This outfit will draw too much attention... Pardon me. I'll be borrowing some clothes.

Can Haird escape the impending pursuers?
And what would Magdall's fate be? 


